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Many of us belong to different engineering associations or organizations that may
participate in various STEM activities. All of us understand the value of having
younger generations stay interested in these topics. I have found that the amount
of middle school and high school students who have no idea what an engineer’s
job entails is alarming. Several years ago, I volunteered a day at my children’s
middle school to show each science class what I do as an engineer. One of the
first questions I asked the students is what they thought engineers did for work. I
was surprised at how few had an answer to this question, even when I asked
about specific areas such as civil, mechanical and electrical engineering.
I’ve also had the opportunity to have numerous high school students job shadow
with me at MaineDOT. Most of these students admit that they don’t know what
an engineer does. MaineDOT recently hosted a high school engineering class
from New Hampshire at the new Sarah Mildred Long Bridge. About 10 out of
the 15 students said they wanted to become Mechanical Engineers. Their teacher’s curriculum did quite a bit with robotics and other mechanical areas so they
were familiar with this discipline. Not one student expressed interest in Civil or
Electrical Engineering.
My experiences surprised me, because I believed that there is so much emphasis
on STEM in current curriculums that most students would have been exposed to
something about engineering. The moral of this story is that we should assume
the young people crossing our path are probably not aware of what a profession
in engineering offers. I believe all of us need to look for opportunities to encourage students to think about engineering as a career. We are missing opportunities to get some talented students interested in our profession. I often asked the
students in these classes if they thought a career in engineering would be boring,
a surprising number of them said yes. I share all of this to challenge you to invest
in Maine students. There are many ways to do so.
Some ideas to advance engineering with today’s youth:
• See if your local middle school will let you give a presentation, especially if
you have a connection to the school. Teachers are more receptive if you can
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FE Exam Results Jul 2017 to Dec 2017
These individuals successfully passed the FE exam between June, 2017 and December, 2017.
The FE exam is a computer-based examination offered year-round at PearsonVue testing centers.
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Congratulations to those who passed the October 2017 PE Exam
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Introducing Students to the Engineering Profession (cont.)
give them an agenda of what you will present. Students this age like visual presentations. I tailored mine
to bridge building and environmental issues. I used the West Point bridge program which is a tool to
design a bridge and then see if it can withstand a truck going across. The students loved it.
• Encourage a niece, nephew or high school student to think about job shadowing with you or another
engineer. A half hour conversation with them is probably going to be more information than they have
on what the engineering profession can offer as a career.
• Participate in one of your association or organizations STEM activities.
• Offer to facilitate a field trip or tour to show students a project.
• Act as a mentor to a high school student. I still have a few young adults I keep in touch with, I’m so
proud of how they are progressing with their college studies.
• If you know teachers, offer to help them develop lesson plans or give them suggestions on web sites with
interactive tools or graphics. When we hosted the class at the Sarah Mildred Long bridge, we showed
them a 3D modeling of the bridge, which fascinated them.
I believe we are more influential than we think when it comes to helping young students explore engineering
as a career. I encourage you to invest time in at least one student or activity in 2018 and see what you
think. Together we can help shape future generations of Maine engineers.
Joyce Taylor, PE, is Chief Engineer at MaineDOT and an ex officio Board member.

RULES REMINDER:

Chapter 2, SECTION 7: Licensure Obligations
1. Licensees doing business with the public as a Professional Engineer
must post the license in a location that is accessible to the public.
2. Licensees shall notify the Board of any change of address within 10
business days.
3. Licensees shall notify the Board of any criminal conviction within
30 days of final adjudication.
4. Licensees shall notify the Board of any discipline in any other jurisdiction within 30 days of final action.
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Professional Development and

Most professional engineers reading this article are aware that in 2017 there was an attempt to eliminate the
mandatory professional development requirement for professional engineers licensed in Maine. There was a
very effective, concerted, and ultimately successful campaign to retain the professional development requirement made by professional engineering societies.
I have agreed to provide some commentary on mandating professional development. While the issue is settled for Maine professional engineers for the foreseeable future, I have volunteered to present the arguments
and opposing arguments presented to the legislature and at the Board for the elucidation of all professional
engineers licensed in Maine.

Before attempting this endeavor, I should admit that my willingness to undertake this endeavor may not have
been a wise offer on my part since the topic is often divisive. I am reminded of the caveat about killing the
messenger when presenting unwelcome information or points of view. Nevertheless, having promised to do
so, I shall do my best to present both sides of the issue.
Arguments For
Those advocating mandatory professional development point out the irrefutable and I believe uncontroversial
fact that a professional education is both good and necessary for an engineer. Therefore, more education can
only benefit the profession, the public, and the individual engineer. The advances made in engineering research, knowledge, software, and technology are staggering. The professional engineer who fails to learn and
keep abreast of these advances does their employer, client, and public a disservice, and some might argue
would perhaps amount to misfeasance or nonfeasance.
Mandating professional development after licensure forces professional engineers to upgrade their skills and
knowledge or get out of the profession. Every engineer can probably think of at least one professional engineer that has allowed their knowledge or skills to stagnate or would stagnate but for mandatory professional
development requirements.
Seminars, workshops, and other forms of mandatory education expose professional engineers to new technology, procedures, and software. There is no engineering discipline that does not benefit from research,
emerging technology, new knowledge, innovative procedures, or software. Mandating professional development assures the widespread, consistent, and rapid dissemination of new ideas and knowledge.

Furthermore, mandating professional development instills public confidence that a professional engineer’s
knowledge will remain current. The public perception regarding the competence of the engineering profession is an important aspect to be preserved and enhanced.
Many professional engineers will admit they are competent and would remain competent without a mandate;
yet these same engineers will advocate the need for the mandate to coerce frugal employers to set aside time
and money for their professional development. In some cases, the individual engineer acknowledges that the
mandate coerces them to participate in extra education; admitting they would otherwise lack motivation to
do so – much like an alarm clock moves the reluctant individual to end their sleep and start their work day.
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By Knud E. Hermansen, PE, PLS, PhD, Esq.
Arguments Opposed
Those professional engineers opposed to the requirement for professional development frequently make the
point that they are opposed to the actual mandate for professional development, not the need to continue
to expand an engineer’s education, which they readily admit.
Those engineers denouncing the mandate point to the illogic of mandating a profession. How can a professional engineer claim to be a professional and able to competently design and make important decisions on
the client’s behalf, often involving millions of dollars, yet be incapable of deciding for themselves how and
when they should pursue further education?1 Put in other words, should a professional engineer that cannot
be trusted to self-motivate to pursue activities necessary to remain competent be allowed to practice professional engineering without supervision?
Those opposed to mandating professional development argue that mandating professional development was
never necessary and has not been effective. Complaints involving actual deficient practice based on inadequate professional knowledge or education are non-existent or rare. To require 100% of the professional
engineer population to be bound by regulations that attempt to alleviate a possible problem that may be present in less then 1% of the licensed engineering population is absurd.
Furthermore, where mandating professional development has been instituted and repealed, there is no data
suggesting that mandating professional development has reduced the number of valid complaints.2 Like so
many government regulations the costs, frustration, and difficulty of the regulations exceed the benefits intended by the regulations.
Accepting for the sake of argument that mandating the continuation of education has benefits for a professional engineer, knowledgeable educators have warned against imposing typical education programs upon
adult professionals.3 The typical mandatory professional development scheme is repugnant both as a professional and as an adult.4
Indeed, adult education specialists are quick to state if asked that compulsory professional development in a
structured education setting violates most adult learning principles.5 Whereas adult learning principles stress
giving the learner independence in choosing their education and self-motivation toward learning, mandating
professional development does just the opposite. Rather than be the directors of their own learning processes, mandatory professional development shifts many decisions regarding the individual’s education needs and
best learning practices to a government agency or a series of inflexible rules.6 Studies have shown that
where there is a failure to abide by adult learning principles there is great risk of ineffective, costly, and unprofessional education.7
For example, the professional engineer that is the principal of a large engineering consulting firm often finds
supplemental education in business, accounting, labor law, or employment law to be most beneficial to their
engineering practice, yet these topic areas would not be accepted in many states to satisfy minimum profes-
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Professional Development (cont.)

sional development credits for the professional engineer.
An adult learner will often learn a great deal of new and innovative engineering by talking one-on-one with
another professional engineer in regard to a specific project. This effective and typical adult learning activity
would not be allowed to satisfy mandatory professional development requirements.
Forcing adults and professionals into specific forms of learning environment is seldom effective.8 Most people
attend seminars on subjects they enjoy and are familiar with already. Professionals usually attend seminars
not so much to learn something they do not know; rather, they attend seminars to reinforce their belief that
what they do and how they currently practice is correct. If a speaker lectures contrary to the listener’s belief
or practice, the typical listener presumes the speaker is not competent and is wrong rather than the opposite
being true.
Second, educators are well aware that when people are forced to attend classes, many people show their
displeasure or lack of interest by turning off to the speaker. That person attending the seminar day-dreams,
sleeps, or simply fails to pay attention. Unfortunately, the same non-caring attitude that causes a professional
to practice haphazardly or not keep pace with emerging technology also causes them to listen and learn haphazardly when put in a situation where they could learn should they choose to do so. (This argument follows
the old saying, “you can lead a horse to water but you can’t make it drink.”)
Of course, colleges and schools have known this fact since the dawn of formal education. Educators in these
settings require specific courses, exams, homework, and papers to force study and understanding in a field of
study. Consequently, mandatory professional development could be effective but only where specific seminars are mandated and the seminars include passing exam grades to receive credit or where there is periodic
re-testing for continued licensure. How many advocates for mandatory professional development would continue their advocacy for mandatory professional development if they had to periodically take the professional
engineer exam again or take an exam to get credit for attending a seminar?
The professional engineer that benefits the most from a structured learning environment is an engineer that
wants to attend and would ordinarily attend without compulsion. In other words, mandating the attendance
is not necessary.
Conclusion
This completes the arguments for and against mandating professional development. I have attempted to present both sides using common and relevant arguments for and against mandatory professional development.
In closing, I will state that the Board of Licensure has the duty to protect the public. It strives to do so effectively with minimum burdensome regulation imposed on the professional engineer. The Board of Licensure
always welcomes input from the public, engineering professional societies, and individual engineers. Should
you wish “to shoot the messenger,’ I would welcome all comments. You can address emails to me through
the board email at: professional.engineers@maine.gov.
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